## ABBREVIATIONS

### Materials
- **c.b.** : crude-brick (unbaked mud)
- **lst** : limestone
- **alab.** : alabaster

### Temples
- **MPT** : Mycerinus Pyramid Temple
- **MPT (1) to MPT (39)**: indicates the room of the Pyramid Temple as marked on Plate I
- **MVT** : Mycerinus Valley Temple
- **MVT (III)**: rooms in MVT (III)
- **MVT (1), etc.** : also indicates the room in MVT (III)
- **MVT (II), etc.** : MVT, the second temple, built by Pepy II (?)
- **MVT (I), etc.** : the rooms of MVT (I)
- **MVT (II–I), etc.** : the great open court of MVT (III) and MVT (II)
- **MQT** : Mycerinus Queen’s Temple
- **MQT (1), etc.** : rooms in MQT

### Giza Pyramids
- **G I** : First Pyramid, Cheops
- **G I-a** : First queen’s pyramid, east of First Pyramid, Cheops
- **G I-b** : Second queen’s pyramid
- **G I-c** : Third queen’s pyramid
- **G II** : Pyramid of Chephren
- **G III** : Pyramid of Mycerinus
- **G III-a** : Easternmost of three queen’s pyramids south of G III
- **G III-b** : Middle pyramid of same row
- **G III-c** : Westernmost pyramid of same row

### Pottery
- **BP** : black polished ware with black or dark grey body
- **Db.W** : drab ware
- **FRW** : fine red ware (well levigated clay, burned hard)
- **KW** : greenish-drab ware, similar to modern Keneh Ware
- **RP** : red polished red ware (RW), with pebble burnished red wash
- **RW** : ordinary red or brown ware, with color both on surface and on break varying with degree of heat used in baking; often wholly or partially covered with red wash. The coarser mixtures are often called “coarse RW” or “mud ware”
- **w.m.** : wheel-made
- **w.s.** : wet smoothed